Abstract-For a multi-gantry production system, in which several gantries move among the machines and load/unload parts, the assignment of gantries directly impacts the system performance. Gantry scheduling problem is extremely important, involving when and where the gantries are assigned to the machines. This letter formulates the gantry scheduling problem as an online task allocation (OTA) problem, and solves for an optimal gantry assignment policy to maximize the system throughput. The multi-gantry production system is analyzed and important system properties are derived. The production system performance is evaluated through permanent production loss and opportunity window. Such knowledge is used to define the key parameters in the OTA problem. Based on the analysis of the system production performance, the optimization problem is solved and consequently a gantry assignment policy is proposed. A numerical study is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy by comparing with first-comefirst-served policy.
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System by Online Task Allocation Method Xinyan Ou, Student Member, IEEE, Qing Chang, Member, IEEE, Nilanjan Chakraborty, Member, IEEE, and Junfeng Wang composed of a number of machines, storage buffers and gantries. The gantries are used to facilitate loading and unloading materials or parts on each machine. Different from traditional serial production lines, the performance of a production line with gantries is not only determined by machines and buffers, but also depends on the scheduling of gantries. Interactions and constraints caused by the availability of gantries highly impact the production performance of the whole work cell. Therefore, gantry scheduling problem in work cells with buffers is critical. This letter is devoted to the real-time assignment/scheduling of gantries in a manufacturing work cell to maximize its throughput or minimize production loss. We formulate the gantry scheduling of a multi-gantry work cell as an online task allocation (OTA) problem. Building a connection between the production properties of the gantry work cell and the OTA problem, the aim of this study is to solve for an optimal gantry assignment policy to maximize the system output in deterministic scenario.
The rest of the letter is organized as follows: The literature review is provided in Section II. Section III introduces a multigantry work cell. We then formulate gantry scheduling as OTA problem in Section IV. In Section V, system properties are discussed and used to further define the payoffs of the OTA problem, and a gantry assignment policy is proposed. Section VI provides a numerical study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy. Section VII summarizes conclusions and future directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The scheduling problem of a gantry work cell, which is also considered as a robotic cell, is formulated as a flow shop scheduling problem in some previous studies. Such scheduling problem aims to optimize the system throughput rate and completion time of a certain number of parts without considering internal buffer in the cell and each part follows the same processing order on all machines [2] , [3] . Most studies addressed single-robot cells with multiple part-types in a serial line that contains two or more machines [4] - [7] . For multi-robot systems, some researches focus on the coordination of the robots while feeding parts, but the robots are only in charge of picking and placing parts to fixed places without considering the interactions with the processing machines [8] , [9] . Some studies such as [10] and [11] divide a multi-robot production system into sub cells, each being served by a robot. These robot scheduling problems are actually 2377-3766 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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single-robot problems. So far, there is little quantitative analysis on the performance of multi-gantry production systems with buffers. In our study, the gantries in a work cell are in charge of unloading and loading parts on each machine. Thus, the unloading/loading of parts can be considered as tasks, and the gantry scheduling problem is actually a job/task assignment problem. Task allocation/assignment is a fundamental problem in multi-robot systems [12] . Different variations of multirobot task assignment problems have been studied in previous literatures and formal analysis and taxonomy of task allocation are presented in [13] - [15] . From the taxonomy, the multiple gantry scheduling problem can be categorized as single-task robots, single-robot tasks and instantaneous assignment (ST-SR-IA) problem [13] , [16] . A greedy algorithm is used in [17] for task allocation, wherein the task is assigned to the best available robot. An extended auction algorithm is proposed to provide a near optimal solution to the task assignment problem with set precedence constraints [18] . As a variant of ST-SR-IA problem, online task allocation (OTA) problem is studied in [19] , where the tasks arrive dynamically in groups at a time and each robot can do at most one task in a group. Even the simplest version of online task allocation problem is NP-hard [13] . Although heuristic algorithms are developed for solving online assignment problems, these researches only focus on the task allocation itself without considering properties of the production system. In other words, the connection between the gantry assignment and the overall performance of the production system has not been established.
Since unloading/loading tasks are assigned to the gantries dynamically, the gantry job allocation requires real-time performance analysis of manufacturing system. Disruption events have been considered as major impact factors of production performance. In [20] and [21] , the authors evaluate the system performance by defining opportunity window, and permanent production loss is proposed to quantify the impacts of disruption events. A system identification method to quickly diagnose the system's real-time performance based on available sensor data is proposed in [22] . The studies build a basis for evaluating real-time performances of production systems, but there are few literatures on production analysis of multi-gantry systems.
In this letter, we show that the gantry scheduling problem can be modeled as an OTA problem with payoffs derived from realistic production line performance metrics, i.e., permanent production loss (defined in Section V). The derivation of the payoffs from the production line performance metrics is one of the key contributions of this letter. The payoff derivation also allows us to prove that the optimal policy for the OTA formulation maximizes the system throughput.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Description of a Multi-Gantry Work Cell
A multi-gantry work cell, also called a gantry system in this letter, consists of N g gantries and a serial production line with M machines and (M − 1) buffers, as shown in Fig. 1 . Whenever a machine finishes processing its current part, it will call for unloading the finished part to its downstream buffer and loading a new part from its upstream buffer. The gantry unloads and loads parts for the machines. If no gantry is available, then the process-finished machine has to wait until a gantry is assigned. If there are multiple available gantries and multiple machines waiting for unloading/loading, then we could have multiple choices to assign the available gantries to the machines. Different gantry job assignments may lead to different system performances, e.g., throughput. Therefore, in this letter we aim to find the assignment that results in the optimal (maximum) production output.
B. Notations and Assumptions
We use the following notations: 1) The gantries are identical, i.e., T j ul is fixed no matter which gantry unloads/loads a part on M j .
2) The gantries are installed on different rails. There is no conflict in gantry movement. 
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Introduction to Online Task Allocation Problem
Based on the taxonomy [13] , online task allocation (OTA) problem is a variant of ST-SR-IA problem. ST-SR-IA means that each robot is capable of executing at most one task at a time, each task requires exactly one robot to achieve it, and the available information permits only an instantaneous allocation of tasks. The OTA problem [19] is defined as: Given n r robots, n t tasks, and n s disjoint subsets of tasks that arise one at a time, assign robots to the dynamically arising subsets of tasks (as they arise with no modification of assignments later), such that the total payoff of robot task assignment is maximized. Each task is performed by one robot, and each robot r i performs at most one task from each subset and at most N i tasks in the whole mission.
The problem can be written as an Integer Linear Programming problem:
B. Gantry Job Assignment Problem Formulation
To achieve the goal for maximizing the system production output, the gantry job assignment problem could be formulated as an OTA problem. For a multi-gantry work cell with M machines and N g gantries, let n g (t) denote the number of available gantries at time t, where t ∈ T and T denotes time point set at which the availability of any gantry changes, in other words, gantries finish their current loading/unloading and become available again at time t. Since all the gantries are identical, the payoff a ij could be simplified as a j , j = 1, 2, . . . , M. Let f j (t) be the variable that takes a value 1 if any gantry is assigned to the machine M j at time t, and 0 otherwise. Let a j (t) be the payoff for assigning a gantry to M j at time t. The objective is to assign all available gantries to machines to maximize the total payoff.
The constraint implies that each available gantry can perform loading/unloading only on exactly one machine at time t. One key challenge for us is to define the payoff a j (t) such that the optimal solution to the OTA minimizes the permanent production loss (or maximize the throughput). In the next section, we provide the physical meaning and the derivation of the payoff a j (t) based on the production line properties. We also establish the equivalence between the OTA objective function and the goal of optimizing production output.
V. GANTRY SYSTEM EVALUATION AND OTA ANALYSIS
A. Gantry System Properties
The performance of a gantry work cell is highly dependent on the gantries' behaviors. In a manufacturing gantry cell, a machine may have to wait for loading/unloading until a gantry is assigned to the machine. Machine waiting is caused by gantry assignment and it may lower the system throughput. In addition, a production system constantly suffers from random disruption events, such as machine failure, material shortage and scheduled maintenance, which may also significantly lower the system efficiency. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of a gantry work cell, it is important to understand and quantify the impacts of gantry assignment and disruption events. Such analysis has been investigated for serial production system [20] - [22] . To keep the letter self-contained, a brief summary of the related results is given below without detailed proof.
Permanent production loss is introduced by comparing the production output between an ideal gantry system and a real system. The ideal gantry system is defined as a virtual system that does not suffer from disruption events, and there are enough gantries such that each machine can be immediately assigned an available gantry for unloading/loading when it finishes the current process. It is noted that even for the ideal gantry system, a machine may still be blocked or starved due to the variation of the rated speeds of machines. Such an ideal scenario is used as a reference to define permanent production loss of a gantry system. Definition 1: Permanent production loss of a gantry system is defined as the difference between the output of ideal gantry system, denoted as Y ideal (T ), and real output Y (T ), that will never recover in any circumstances. The amount of permanent production loss of the gantry system during
. It is noted that the permanent production loss is caused by random disruption events and gantry assignments. However, it is obvious that not every disruption event or machine waiting contributes to permanent production loss [20] . Therefore, we define opportunity window of machine M j at time t, denoted as OW j (t), as the longest possible down/waiting time for M j at time t that does not result in permanent production loss at the end-of-line machine of the gantry system. The definition of the opportunity window requires the production volume to recover as if the disruption event had never occurred. Only a disruption event that has lasted longer than the opportunity window contributes to the permanent production loss.
If the duration of a single disruption event e i = (j, t i , d i ) is greater than its corresponding opportunity window OW j (t), then for any machine M j , there exists T * ≥ t i + d i , which may depend on the relative location of M j with respect to the slowest machine M * , s.t.,
(1) where T 0 s j (t )dt and T 0 s j (t ; e i )dt are the production counts of M j at time T with and without disruption event e i = (j, t i , d i ), respectively. Consequently, this loss of production at all machines can be interpreted as the production loss (P L) of the whole gantry work cell.
Proposition 1: The permanent production loss of a gantry work cell due to a disruption event e i = (j, t i , d i ) could be derived as
Remark: It is noted that any stoppage of the slowest machine M * leads to permanent production loss [20] . The stoppage includes not only the disruption events on M * and its waiting time for gantry, but also the temporary stoppage due to blockage or starvation caused by other machines' disruption events.
Therefore, the causes of permanent production loss can be further categorized to disruption events and machine waiting time solely due to gantry assignment. A disruption event (either on machines or during gantry movement) is an exogenous cause, while machine solely waiting for gantry unloading/loading is considered as an endogenous event, which is dependent on the gantry assignment decision. For generality and uniformity of the analysis, a machine waiting for gantry unloading/loading, i.e., an endogenous event, can be treated as a virtual disruption event. A virtual disruption event is denoted as e v i = (j, t v i , d v i ), j = 1, 2, . . . , M, i ∈ N. It means that machine M j waits for unloading/loading at time t v i for d v i time period. Therefore, the permanent production loss due to a machine's waiting for gantry unloading/loading can be derived from (2) .
In this letter, we will focus on the system endogenous property, i.e., the permanent production loss due to virtual disruption events. We will minimize permanent production loss caused by virtual disruption events. In cases without disruption events (referred to as clean cases), the opportunity window of M j at time t is derived as
3) The opportunity window of M j at time t is the time that the slowest machine M * takes to empty (j < M * ) or fill up (j > M * ) the buffers between M j and M * . Therefore, for the analysis purpose, the rest of the letter will discuss a gantry system without random disruption events. We will show the interactions of the endogenous properties and real-time gantry assignment in a gantry work cell. The gantry assignment with random disruptions will be discussed in our future research.
B. OTA Analysis in a Gantry System 1) Definition of Payoff a j (t):
To determine the payoff a j (t) for assigning a gantry to machine M j , we consider the permanent production loss difference between the situations that a gantry is assigned and not assigned to M j . The permanent production loss difference is derived as follows.
A typical allotted time of a certain machine M j is shown in Fig. 2 . At time t, one or more gantries become available, M j together with one or multiple other machines will bid for the gantries. Then the available gantries will be assigned to machines who won the auction. Let t j r be the remaining processing time of the current part on M j at time t. If a machine has already finished its current part at time t and is waiting for gantry unloading/loading, then its t j r equals 0. If no gantry is assigned to M j at time t, then after the machine finishes its current part, it has to wait at least till the next available gantry to be assigned. Therefore, the waiting time of Based on the analysis of the permanent production loss, the resulting permanent production loss due to this virtual disruption, denoted as P L v j , can be evaluated as:
It is noted that at time t, with or without gantry assigning to M j , P L v j will be different due to the variation of d j v . Therefore,we can evaluate the production loss difference, denoted as ΔP L v j , between the situations with and without gantry assignment as:
ΔP L v j represents how much potential production will be gained if a gantry is assigned to M j , compared with that no gantry assigning to M j . Assigning a gantry to the machine with larger ΔP L v j brings more production output. It is noted that ΔP L v j could be a negative value, which means there is no actual production loss even without a gantry assignment. In this case, ΔP L v j indicates the liability of a machine in face of disruptions. In other words, with larger ΔP L v j , the machine is more likely to cause permanent production loss if a future disruption event happens. Therefore, ΔP L v j is a reasonable payoff value for a j (t). With the definition of the payoff, we can prove in Proposition 2 that the optimal policy for the OTA formulation maximizes the system throughput.
Proposition 2:
T is a solution of the OTA problem s.t.
, 1}, ∀j, t, then such a solution is a gantry assignment that guarantees the maximization of the system production output.
Proof: Let A(t) = [a 1 (t), a 2 (t), . . . , a M (t)] denotes the payoff set at time t, and
, is the set of gantry assignment, the
Since
T is a solution that maximizes the product A(t) · F (t), we have f j k (t) = 1 with j k indicating the kth largest element in A(t), and k = 1, 2, . . . , n g (t), n g (t) is the number of available gantries at time t. Therefore,
T provides a gantry assignment that follows the ranking of the elements in A(t).
As we discussed above, ΔP L v j represents the potential production gain if a gantry is assigned to M j . Since a j (t) = ΔP L v j , then the ranking of a j (t) indicates the ranking of potential production gain. Therefore, the solution
T provides the optimal gantry assignment at time t to guarantee the maximal production output.
2) Derivation of a j (t): To obtain the payoff a j (t) at time t, we need to further derive the production loss difference ΔP L v j . Assume at time t, n m (t) machines are to be assigned with gantries and n g (t) gantries are available. Therefore, there are (
) different assignment ways that there is no gantry assigned to the machine M j . For each assignment way, the next time that an available gantry or gantries to be available for assignment is different, since the remaining processing time and unloading/loading time of each machine may be different.
Denote the assignment as a
), where T means that for the 3rd assignment way that M 2 has no gantry to be assigned, the gantries are assigned to machines 
where t i ul r (t) is the remaining unloading/loading time of the gantry on M j for the current part at time t.
For each assignment in F j k , the least time that any gantry will be available after this assignment is denoted as,
Therefore, take all the possible assignments
), into consideration, the potential virtual disruption duration of M j due to no gantry assignment on M j at time t could be derived as
It is noted that (t j F k (t) − t j r ) could be a negative value, indicating that the next available gantry occurs before M j finishes its remaining processing. In that case, M j will skip this gantry assignment bid and join next round.
Therefore, (5) can be re-written as
C. Gantry Assignment Policy
Based on the above discussion, a gantry scheduling policy is formulated to assign the available gantries to the machines as follows. The policy guarantees the maximization of the system production output as proved in Proposition 2.
Assignment policy: At any time instant t, 1) Find available gantries g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n g (t)
2) Calculate each machine's opportunity window OW j 3) For ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., M } If M j is starved, blocked or already assigned a gantry, a j (t) = −∞, otherwise, find all possible assignments
), in which there is no gantry as-
), a 2 (t) , . . . , a M (t)], find a j k (t), where j k is the index of the k th largest element in A(t), and k = 1, 2, . . . , n g (t) 5. Assign the available gantries to machines M j k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n g (t).
VI. CASE STUDY
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed OTA method for gantry assignment problem, extensive numerical studies are performed. We construct 1000 different gantry work cells by selecting randomly and equiprobably from the following sets: For each gantry work cell, first-come-first-served (FCFS) policy is applied to provide a result comparison with the proposed OTA policy. FCFS policy is a simple, straightforward scheduling approach, which can be found in many real systems, and it requires no extra computation or knowledge of the system. In FCFS, no priority is given to any job, but a queue of jobs is formed and they will be processed according the position of a job in the queue [23] . When a machine finishes a part and is ready for unloading/loading, it will be put into the queue, and the available gantries will be assigned based on the order in the queue. Therefore, in FCFS policy, the gantry assignment is only based on the time when the machines are ready for unloading/loading.
In the numerical studies, OTA policy and FCFS policy are carried out on the 1000 gantry work cells using simulation. From the simulation studies, two important results can be concluded: 1) The system with OTA policy has the potential to achieve the performance level of that of the ideal system, while the system with FCFC policy will never approach the ideal scenario, and always keeps a constant gap with the ideal system, which is caused by transient production loss; 2) Whether the system with OTA policy will achieve the ideal performance depends on the number of gantries. OTA policy as applied to clean scenario can be used as a design method to determine the least necessary number of gantries to be equipped for a work cell to ensure required production throughput and minimize the overall cost.
For illustration purpose, a case study with a 6-machine 3-gantry work cell is shown to demonstrate the above conclusions. The gantry work cell parameters and data are collected from a real gantry work cell. For confidential consideration, the mockup system parameters are shown in Table I . The simulation duration is one week, i.e., 144,000 seconds by assuming 8 hours a day, 5 working days a week. The simulation starts from an almost empty line and will gradually ramp up to steady state. The system outputs of OTA policy and FCFS policy are compared in Fig. 3 , in which the production count of the end-of-line machine is increasing from transient period to steady state. Enlarged view in Fig. 3 shows the production count comparison from 10th hour to 16th hour, during which the system switches from the transient period to the steady state. The production count in ideal scenario is also shown as a reference. The permanent production loss comparison between the two policies is shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 3 , for the system with OTA policy, the production count ramps up from empty in a faster speed to reach its steady state and finally OTA line overlaps with the ideal system. This is due to the fact that OTA policy considers the near future production loss and avoids the stoppage of the slowest machine M * . At the very beginning transient period, the gantries are more likely to be assigned to M * and its nearby machines with smaller opportunity windows. Thus, the end-of-line machine with a relatively larger opportunity window does not get gantry assigned, and this may lead to a temporary low increasing of production count during transient period if observed only from end-of-line. However, OTA policy will strategically withhold the intermediate parts which can be considered as to increase "potential energy" of the system, so that it can speed up to catch the speed of the ideal system in a longer run. It is evident that OTA policy will lead system accelerating after temporary transient period (e.g., 13 hours in this case) to drive the system recover all transient production loss and catch up the speed of the ideal system production.
On the other hand, FCFS does not consider future production loss and blindly assigns gantries to whatever comes first. Therefore, FCFS will just push the parts out of the system without considering any future impact and therefore leaves the system with lower "potential energy". The production loss starts from the transient period and stays the same after the system enters steady state. The system with FCFS policy will never recover the transient production loss and therefore keeps a constant gap with the ideal system.
From Fig. 4 , we can also see the production loss comparison of the two policies. Under FCFS policy, the permanent production loss increases until it stays at a steady value around t = 13th hour. On the other hand, there is no permanent production loss for OTA policy. This clearly demonstrates the above conclusion 1. Note that during transient period, although OTA leads to initial lower output than that of FCFS, the slope (i.e. the speed) of OTA is steeper than that of FCFS. If only focusing on the end of line output, one may miss the whole system performance in the transient period since the partially finished parts in the system are ignored. More importantly, from what we discussed above, the OTA policy makes the system more resilient for any potential disruption events due to the strategically stored "potential energy" (i.e., partially finished parts) in the system, while FCFS policy will make the system more vulnerable to potential disruption events.
In addition, production output is closely related to the number of gantries. To demonstrate this, we simulate the same work cell with different gantry numbers, i.e., N g = 2, 3, 4, respectively, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 .
From the figure, the system with 3 gantries can recover the production loss after about 13 hours, as we discussed above. However, if there are only 2 gantries, the system can never catch up the speed of the ideal system, and a constant permanent production loss exists when it reaches the steady state. In addition, the system with 4 gantries recovers much faster than 3 gantries, and the system performs almost like the ideal system. To conclude, such system should be equipped with 3 gantries, more gantries are not necessary and costly, and less gantries will lead to permanent production lost. Therefore, OTA policy as applied to clean scenario can be used as a design method to determine the least necessary number of gantries to be equipped for a work cell to ensure required production throughput and minimize the overall cost. This is summarized in the above conclusion 2.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this letter, a gantry work cell with multiple gantries that load and unload material/part for the machines is studied. The gantry scheduling problem in manufacturing is formulated as an OTA problem based on gantry manufacturing system endogenous property. The performance of the gantry work cell is evaluated by permanent production loss and opportunity window, and these properties build a theoretical basis for defining the important parameter, payoff a j (t), in OTA problem and for solving the problem. From the optimal solution of the OTA problem, a gantry assignment policy is proposed to schedule assignments of the available gantries. Simulation studies are performed and a case study is shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy. Comparing with FCFS policy, OTA policy has the advantage to improve the system performance to the same level as that of an ideal system. However, OTA policy may have a limitation in transient period during which it leads to lower end-of-line output than that of FCFS policy. Furthermore, OTA policy can be used as a design method to determine the least necessary number of gantries to be equipped for a work cell to ensure required production throughput and minimize the overall cost.
This letter mainly focuses on the impact of gantry assignment without considering the real disruption events in manufacturing. Therefore, our future work is directed to analyze the gantry scheduling problem in the systems with random disruption events by using OTA method.
